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Abstract
Edyson is a human-in-the-loop (HTIL) tool for browsing and annotating large amounts of audio data quickly. It builds on temporally disassembled audio and massively multi-component audio environments to overcome the cumbersome time constraints that come with linear exploration of large audio data. This study adds the following contributions to Edyson: 1) We add the new use case of HTIL binary classification by sample; 2) We explore the new domain oceanic hydrophone recordings with whale song, along with speech activity detection in noisy audio; 3) We propose a repeatable method of analysing the efficiency of HITL in Edyson for binary classification, specifically designed to measure the return on human time spent in a given domain. We exemplify this method on two domains, and show that for a manageable initial cost in terms of HITL, it does differentiate between suitable and unsuitable domains for our new use case - a valuable insight when working with large collections of audio.

Index Terms: human-in-the-loop, found data, audio browsing, speech, annotation, classification, dimensionality reduction

1. Introduction

Working with large collections of unannotated audio is challenging. Compared to other data types, such as text and images, sound is difficult to browse easily due to its transient nature. Images and words can be observed for as short or long as needed, at the whim of the observer, while sound recordings generally have to be perceived linearly over time, at or near the pace of the original sounds. Although one certainly can start, stop, fast forward, pause and replay recordings, or change the replay rate to faster or slower, there is no good way to linger on, say, a word or a phrase, nor is there any standard way to decouple listening from the temporal domain. The human-in-the-loop (HTIL) audio browsing tool Edyson [1] remedies this through a blend of new and old techniques that together decouples recordings from the temporal domain and facilitates browsing of audio at paces well above real-time.

In this paper, we make three main contributions to the existing body of work around Edyson. Firstly, a new use case - HTIL binary classification by sample. Note that Edyson is intended for exploratory, fast work on materials that are not well-known. In cases, where there is time and resources to train a task specific classifier, this will with all likelihood outperform the algorithmically simplistic but HTIL assisted classification Edyson can provide. But Edyson shines in that it is fast [2] and can be used without training models, with limited knowledge of the data set, and with little prior knowledge on the user’s part. We also believe that Edyson classification may help to bootstrap the training process for fully automatic classifiers, as it allows us to quickly acquire large albeit potentially noisy sets of training labels.

Secondly, we put Edyson to the test on a new acoustic domain: oceanic hydrophone recordings and whale song. The methods used in Edyson are still new and their strengths and weaknesses on different types of materials are still understudied, and this study provides another step in that direction.

Thirdly and most importantly, we propose a repeatable method to analyse, evaluate and visualise the efficiency of HITL in Edyson for specific binary classification tasks. As stated above, quick exploration and fast initial label acquisition are among Edyson’s strengths. But we know that results will vary wildly depending on the data set and the task, so for the tool to be meaningful, we need the ability to gauge whether Edyson classification is at all meaningful in a particular domain, and if so, how much HITL time it is meaningful to spend.

2. Background and related work
Edyson1 is a tool intended to facilitate exploratory work on large sets of unknown audio data, for example recordings found in digital archives [3]. It is developed within a project aiming to make speech archives more accessible [4]. Among its core components we find temporally disassembled audio (TDA), a method to seamlessly switch between the conventional (as far as human perception is concerned) temporally ordered view of sound and audio that has been chopped up into sound snippets that are liberated from their temporal anchors and instead arranged along other dimensions. Edyson provides a range of standard feature extractions and each feature is seen as a dimension that the sound snippets can be arranged along. In our work so far the multiple dimensions corresponding to acoustic features are projected down to two dimensions using one out
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1Edyson is open source and available for download at github.com/perfall/Edyson.
of several dimensionality reduction algorithms, after which the snippets are visualised as a point cloud alongside their conventional temporally ordered visualisation.

Using the mouse pointer, it is possible to hover over different areas of this point cloud, and use the points under the pointer to create a massively multi-component audio environment (MMAE; [5]), allowing us to listen to a large number of sound snippets simultaneously. The effect is similar to the sound one perceives when attending a cocktail party.

Through MMAE, the TDA can be explored much more efficiently than linear listening to the original audio, which allows us to gain valuable insights that would otherwise be undiscovered. Furthermore the approach can also be used for rudimentary annotation tasks: the points under the pointer can be coloured, with the colours corresponding to labels. By zooming in and out and going back and forth between the temporally ordered audio and the TDA, large quantities of sound can be manually labeled in a very short time [2].

Note that comparison with machine learning frameworks for binary classification is misguided. In Edyson, binary classification is a peripheral functionality and a side effect of its exploratory functionality. Nevertheless, the tool has proven useful for several tasks, for example speech activity detection in noisy radio transmission data [2].

3. Method

Two experiments were conducted to quantify the efficiency of binary classification using samples and HITL in Edyson. In both cases, preexisting labels were added to a small portion of the data, such that a subset of the visual point cloud was coloured from the start. This primes the human and illustrates roughly how the classes are distributed. The human, a person familiar with Edyson¹, then spent time colouring (classifying) the remaining points. The results of this process was evaluated at regular intervals to gain an understanding of value of the human time spent in terms of classification accuracy.

3.1. Tasks and data

3.1.1. Task 1: Whale song

The Marinexplore and Cornell University Whale Detection Challenge [6] is an inactive Kaggle challenge that aimed to produce a whale detection algorithm distinguishing right whale up-calls from other noise in oceanic hydrophone recordings. 30,000 training samples were provided with a set of binary labels. Every sample is two seconds long, with 2KHz sample rate containing either a whale call (label=1) or not (label=0). Three independent hours were used in this experiment. 5,400 (3 x 1,800) samples were selected according to an even distribution to avoid any potential labelling bias. 300 (3 x 100) additional files served as priming labels for the HITL.

3.1.2. Task 2: Speech activity

AVA-Speech is a publicly released dataset by Google with dense labels for speech activity in a collection of YouTube videos [7]. Sourced from the original AVA video dataset [8], it is audio-visual and tagged with 4 unique labels, namely CleanSpeech, Speech+Noise, Speech+Music and NoSpeech. For the purposes of this paper all speech labels were collapsed to Speech and NoSpeech was left intact. The dataset originally contained 15 minute segments extracted from 192 YouTube videos. Some videos have been taken down or made inaccessible for other reasons. Labels for 160 videos exist at the time of writing; 119 were attainable. This resulted in 29 hours and 45 minutes of material, of which 10% or approximately 3 hours (3 x 59:30) were used - 90 seconds from every video.

3.2. Process

3.2.1. Task 1: Whale song

Each of the whale song subsets was processed in a separate session using three different snippet durations for the temporal disassembly: 500ms (=8,000 datapoints), 1s (=4,000 datapoints), and 2s (=2,000 datapoints). Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients¹ (MFCCs) were then used as features that were projected onto 2 dimensions. Pilot testing also included sessions with linear spectrograms as features. These are omitted as they yielded poorer performance. 10% of the datapoints were coloured from the start, the rest of the datapoints were black and unknown. Several projection algorithms were available to dynamically change between, however tSNE [10] seemed to work best for this task. Five minutes and 30 seconds were spent on the first and second session, and 4 minutes on the third.

3.2.2. Task 2: Speech activity

The process was again divided into three sessions, each containing one hour of material. Temporal disassembly was set to 500ms snippets (7,140 datapoints), mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were again used as features. Six minutes of the audio, or 714 evenly distributed snippets, were used for priming. The self-organizing maps (SOM) [11, 12] view was predominately used. Six minutes HITL time was spent for each of the first two sessions and seven minutes and 30 seconds for the third.

Edyson was set to generate an output file every 30 seconds for to allow us to follow how results progressed over time.

3.3. Analysis

For both tasks, all output files except the last one contained unknown labels - that is uncoloured datapoints. A simple centre of gravity (CoG) approach was used to automatically colour these: the euclidean distance in the 2D-space from each datapoint to the CoG of the prime labels, using tSNE for the task 1 and SOM for task 2. The datapoint was assigned a normalized continuous value based on its proximity to both CoGs, a value close to 1 is near the true label CoG and vice versa. Since Task 1 used 0.5s audio snippets for the first session, every two-second long sample had four values. This was resolved by using the max value of the segment, and the same method was used in the second session (with 1s snippets). Task 2 contains data where speech segments are expected to be longer sequences. To utilize this expectation, we included an alternative analysis where a temporal median filter of three snippets was applied.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted and area under ROC (auROC) scores calculated for all outputs. True positive rates (TPR) and False positives (FPR) were also included.

4. Results

Figure 2 shows all metrics for task 1, including tabular data. Figure 3 shows the same information for task 2.

¹The first author of this paper was the HITL for these experiments.

¹Default MFCC settings from OpenSmile [9].
5. Discussion

An important thing to note is that these experiments assume a scenario where a labelled subset of data is available - our efficiency analysis expects access to ground truth.

The ROC curves in Figure 2 suggest that the Edyson output does not improve over time for task 1. auROC confirms this: for all three sessions the score increases only marginally initially and declines after less than a minute. The crude method of classifying points based on proximity to priming label CoG yields similar performance. TPR behaves similarly, but for the second and third setups with snippet durations of 1 and 2 TPR does improve over time, peaking at the end or near end of the session. The heterogeneous distribution of colouring in the Edyson screen dumps in Figure 3 make it clear that distance to CoGs is inappropriate for this data. The ROC curve of the initial output partly falls below the dashed random classifier curve, suggesting that the CoGs do not reflect an inclination towards either of the two classes. We see that in general, spending more HITL time achieves an auROC score increase, with a peak at around 4 minutes and 30 seconds, after which we observe a slight decline. Median filtering the decisions in the time domain yields a consistent improvement for all outputs. TPR (seen in the table) compare reasonably well to the results of the three baselines included in the AVA-speech paper [7]: the publicly available voice activity detector of WebRTC [13] achieved 0.722; a small version of a then state-of-the-art convolutional neural network speech detector trained on AudioSet [14] achieved 0.810; and the larger version of the same model achieved 0.917. They report a FPR of 0.315 for all models. The median filtered Edyson output reaches a TPR of 0.809 and FPR of 0.245 after 7 minutes, which outperforms the WebRTC VAD and is comparable to the smaller version of the CNN-model in TPR.

We see from the results that the efficiency of HITL supported binary classification with Edyson is highly dependent on the classification task. This is to be expected - any classification method will be more or less suited for specific tasks. Our primary purpose here, however, is to demonstrate how well-defined evaluation metrics can provide early information on whether a specific HITL task is worthwhile, and how much time it is sensible to spend on it.

4 It seems unlikely that all models share the same FPR, although this is what is reported in the paper.
6. Conclusion

Our proposed HITL efficiency analysis for binary classification in Edyson does well: at the cost of a small amount of labelled data and less than an hour’s work per task, it shows convincingly that task 1 is ill suited for this type of classification, and task 2 is well suited. It also suggests that a HITL should spend around 4-5 minutes on each batch of task 2 data, and not more. In addition, the analysis is able to provide useful feedback on which parameters provide the best HITL efficiency - snippet duration had little effect in task 1, post processing with a temporal median filter consistently helped in task 2.

For tools that have as their primary goal to provide fast methods to work on new and unknown tasks, such as data browsing or initial labelling, it is critical to be able to evaluate whether a tool actually achieves this goal - both in general and given specific tasks. For HITL supported binary classification, we hold that our analysis results are encouraging, and the analysis method will be included as a standard method in an upcoming release of Edyson. Further, an extension of this method will be added to include multi-classification and other tasks.

In addition to the efficiency analysis, we have added a domain (whale song) and expanded another (speech activity detection) to tested areas of application for Edyson, and a task (binary classification) to the range of HITL supported tasks Edyson can be used for. We have also added functionality to prime Edyson HITL work with known labels.

It’s important to note again that the goal here is not to compete with pure machine learning approaches, and while it is comforting to see that the HITL output outperforms the baseline and is equal to the smaller state-of-the-art speech activity detection model provided by [7], our interest lies in providing an alternative when such approaches can not be applied. It is also worth noting that there is a wide range of ways to improve HITL results, for example through experimenting with feature sets or adding a curation process to refine the Edyson output (work in progress), or employing a HITL who is trained in distinguishing the sounds in the target domain, to name a few.

Finally, we would like to point out that although the tool can handle significantly more data in one session, a strong motivation for these experiments was to show that it is entirely possible to perform HITL binary classification on a standard personal computer in a standard environment.
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